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Marill, Alvin H. Movies made for television, 1964-2004. Scarecrow, 2005. Reviewed in 2006Apr
CHOICE.
Scarecrow's 2005 edition of Marill's "Movies Made for Television" series is an attractive fivevolume set that carries forward the work of creating a guide to English-language telefeatures created for
American television, which began with the 1980, 1984, and 1987 editions. The first volume updates
Marill's initial guide, covering 1964-79; subsequent volumes cover the 1980s, the 1990s, and 2000-04.
The final volume offers cumulative indexes of actors, directors, adapted novels and books, and adapted
plays, as well as a chronological list of titles. The entry for each movie offers a brief plot summary,
production company and credit information, and a cast list. The researchers most likely to use this volume
may rely on freely available Web sites such as The Internet Movie Database (IMDB) (CH, Sup'05,
42Sup-0137) to gather details about made-for-TV movies; every item that this reviewer checked had an
entry in IMDB that offered all information available in this guide, enhanced with convenient links for
cross-referencing actors, directors, and production companies with their other productions. Costconscious libraries may forgo this work in favor of free online resources. Summing Up: Optional. Only
those media libraries whose collection development policies emphasize owning information in a
permanent format.
-- P. Finley, University of Nevada, Las Vegas

